The International Police Executive Symposium (IPES, www.ipes.info) brings police researchers and practitioners together. IPES seeks contributions to the following titles which consist of essays based on the interviews of leaders in primary branches of Criminal Justice by researchers or fellow professionals.

(1) Interviews with Police Leaders

Professor Bruce Baker, bruce@bakerbrum.co.uk
Professor Dilip K. Das, dilipkd@aol.com

(2) Interviews with Justices

Dr. C. Roberson, croberson@kaplan.edu; Professor Dilip K. Das

(3) Interviews with Prison Leaders

Dr. Jennie Singer, jksinger@saclink.csus.edu; Professor Dilip K. Das

Senior Acquisition Editor for the Interview Series is Ellen Boyne, Taylor and Francis Group, Ellen.Boyne@taylorandfrancis.com.

The questionnaires for the interviews are available at the IPES web site, www.ipes.info or you can obtain them by contacting the relevant editors. Published most attractively by CRC Press/Taylor and Francis Group, these scholarly books which are based on direct, structured and searching interviews are indeed excellent sources for analyzing profound and unique views, individual visions, personal vicissitudes of careers and life-long experiences of the leaders in Criminal Justice-policing, corrections and courts - from all parts of the world. If you are interested in being interviewed or if you wish to interview a leader, please contact Professor Dilip K. Das, President, International Police Executive Symposium (IPES), www.ipes.info and Editor-in-Chief, Police Practice and Research: An International Journal, PPR, www.tandf.co.uk/journals or any of the co-editors.